
Comment on \Surrealistic Bohm Trajectories"Detlef D�urr, Walter Fusseder� , Sheldon Goldsteiny, andNino ZanghizFakult�at f�ur Mathematik, Universit�at M�unchen,Theresienstrasse 39, 80333 M�unchenZ. Naturforsch. 48a, 1261{1262 (1993)received June 23, 1993From the perspective of orthodox quantum theory, nomeaning can be assigned to the notion of the \slit" throughwhich the atom passed in the experiments under discussion inthis paper. From a Bohmian perspective this notion does havemeaning. Moreover, when we compare the answer providedby BM with the answer provided, not by orthodox quantumtheory, but by a naive, largely incoherent operationalism, weobtain di�erent answers. So what?Bohmian mechanics (BM) [1] is the natural embed-ding of Schr�odinger's equation|which equation is thecommon part of almost all interpretations of quan-tum theory, however di�erent they may otherwise be,from the Copenhagen interpretation to the many-worldsinterpretation|into a physical theory: It emerges if onemerely insists that the Schr�odinger wave function be rel-evant to the motion of particles. (Notice that if we areto have a clear physical theory at all, the wave functionbetter be relevant to the behavior of something of clearphysical signi�cance!) In other words, BM arises fromSchr�odinger's equation when (perhaps naively) we insistupon the simplest ontology|particles described by theirpositions|and look for a natural evolution for this ontol-ogy (by demanding for example Galilean invariance forthe total theory).In a recent paper [2] it is argued that despite itsmany virtues|its clarity and simplicity, both conceptualand physical, and the fact that it resolves the notoriousconceptual di�culties which plague orthodox quantumtheory|BM itself su�ers from a fatal aw: the trajecto-ries that it de�nes are \surrealistic." It must be admittedthat this is an intriguing claim, though an open-mindedadvocate of quantum orthodoxy would presumably havepreferred the clearer and stronger claim that BM is in-compatible with the predictions of quantum theory, sothat, despite its virtues, it would not in fact provide anexplanation of quantum phenomena. The authors are,however, aware that such a strong claim would be false.�Fakult�at f�ur Physik, Universit�at M�unchen, Theresien-strasse 39, 80333 M�unchen.yDepartment of Mathematics, Rutgers University, NewBrunswick, NJ 08903. Work supported by NSF Grant No.DMS-9105661.zIstituto di Fisica, Universita di Genova, INFN, Via Dode-caneso 33, 16146 Genova. Work supported in parts by DFG.

It must also be admitted that the adjective \sur-realistic" suggests a di�culty more substantial thanHeisenberg's dismissal of BM on the grounds that it is\metaphysical"|the kind of refutation one tends to usewhen one has no substantive argument to present. Butwhat exactly is meant by \surrealistic" trajectories?In the third paragraph we read that \there are eventswhere the Bohm trajectory [for an atom] goes throughone slit, but the atom through the other." This wouldbe peculiar indeed, but \surrealistic" would not seem tocapture this peculiarity; \inconsistent" would seem moreappropriate. But, as already indicated, if the authorshad thought they could sustain a claim of inconsistencyagainst BM, they most certainly would have tried to doso!The introduction concludes with the proposal of \anexperimentum crucis which, according to our quantumtheoretical prediction, will clearly demonstrate that thereality attributed to Bohm trajectories is rather meta-physical than physical." On the principle that the sug-gestions of scientists who propose pointless experimentscannot be relied upon with absolute con�dence, with thisproposal the paper self-destructs: The authors alreadyagree that the \quantum theoretical predictions" are alsothe predictions of BM. Thus they should recognize thatthe outcome on the basis of which they hope to discreditBM is precisely the outcome predicted by BM. Under thecircumstances it would appear prudent for the fundingagencies to save their money!At this point it would be well to ask, \What on earthis going on here?". The answer appears to be this: Theauthors distinguish between the Bohm trajectory for theatom and the detected path of the atom. In this regardit would be well to bear in mind that before one canspeak coherently about the path of a particle, detected orotherwise, one must have in mind a theoretical frameworkin terms of which this notion has some meaning. BMprovides one such framework, but it should be clear thatwithin this framework the atom can be detected passingonly through the slit through which its trajectory in factpasses. More to the point, within a Bohmian frameworkit is the very existence of trajectories which allows us toassign some meaning to all of this talk about detectionof paths.Consider the Stern-Gerlach version of the proposed ex-periment (Fig. 6 in [2]). The quantum formalismpredictsfor this experiment that when a later observation of the\which-way detectors" �nds the upper \detector" in itsexcited state, then the atom will have been detected on1



the lower half of the screen. According to BM, such anatom must have taken the lower path. This is some-what surprising, but if we've learned anything by nowabout quantum theory, we should have learned to expectsurprises! In any case, within the Bohmian frameworkour observation of the \which-way detectors"|after theatom has hit the screen|can indeed be regarded as ameasurement of which path the atom has taken, but onethat conveys information which contradicts what naivelywould have been expected. Thus BM, together with theauthors of the paper on which we are commenting, doesus the service of making it dramatically clear how verydependent upon theory is any talk of measurement orobservation.Moreover, when they say that \in ordinary quantummechanics, the statement that the particle went throughone slit and not the other is, of course, utterly mean-ingless, as long as no corresponding observation is per-formed," the authors seem to recognize the necessity fora suitable framework for certain concepts to attain mean-ing. According to orthodox quantum theory the mean-inglessness referred to here corresponds precisely to thefact that prior to a position measurement at the slits, thewave function for the atom is a coherent superposition ofan \up" piece and a \down" piece; the result of the mea-surement is to cause a collapse of the wave function toone of these pieces and hence to cause the occurrence ofthe corresponding fact.Now how this comes about, and how it can be renderedcompatible with the Schr�odinger evolution, is the noto-rious measurement problem, an analysis of which is notour purpose here. But it is generally conceded that how-ever (and in whatever sense) collapse comes about, at thevery least it requires a suitable interaction with a devicewhich is more or less macroscopic|so that coherence ise�ectively destroyed|and that it most certainly cannotbe produced by interaction with an \apparatus" involv-ing but a few degrees of freedom. Thus, at least untilsomebody looks, i.e., until an interaction with a suitablemacroscopic device occurs, the relevant wave function isthe coherent superposition (9) or (34). Moreover, since,as the authors emphasize, \this reading is done (long)after the atom has hit the screen," the \utter meaning-less"ness of the question as to which \slit" the atom wentthrough can, within the framework of orthodox quantumtheory, in no way be avoided through the use of \one-bitdetectors"|however they are called!
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